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NBA man of God too much, the team composed of the man of God is too many, and create a magical record is a lot of. Although the
NBA Jiangshan generation of talented people, but there are always some records are so too strong to break NBA's monument,
become. The following is seven records, the history of NBA's too strong to break before is, now is, after may also be. 1, regular
season 72 wins and 10 losses. The 1995-1996 season, the Chicago Bulls in 82 games in the regular season, creating a permanent
load history of 72 wins and 10 losses of brilliant record, winning high was 87.8%. Prior to this best record is created by the Los
Angeles Lakers in the 1971-72 season 69 wins, 13 losses, winning rate 84.1%, after the best record is created by the bulls in the
1996-1997 season later 69 wins and 13 losses. 2, single field score 100 points. The terror of the NBA record by basketball
behemoth Chamberlain in the 1960-62 season record, now the most close to the record is Kobe & middot; Bryant's 81 point game,
is very rare. It is worth mentioning that, in Kobe before scoring second and third of the 78 points and 73 points is also included in the
Chamberlain. 3, the eleven total champion ring. 11 rings ten fingers are not wearing, now can't even think. The famous NBA recorded
by Lord Bill · Russell record. After this, the most close to the record is · the God of basketball Michael; Jordan's six Championship
rings. 4, the ten time scoring champion. The record was founded by Michael Jordan, is a hanging high in the sky NBA record, later
generations and can not be expected and, even data King Chamberlain 7 score king not comparable. The most outstanding player
Kobe · Bryant, Durant et al. Only 2 or 3 times the scoring title. 5, single game 55. This is also part of Chamberlain's metamorphosis is
also too strong to break records, NBA records. As can be imagined when Chamberlain has very excellent physical condition. This
record is closest to the Lord of the rings Bill · Russell, who had 51 rebounds in a game. 6, the longest winning streak of 33 games.
1971-1972 season, the Lakers record winning 33 games, the NBA record, so far no team can reach such a height. This is the most
close to the record 2008 rockets 22 game winning streak, far. 7, eight consecutive NBA. For eight consecutive years to win the NBA
championship, the competition is so fierce in today's world of NBA, a distant record. Boston green Dynasty 1959-1966 years left too
much to the people.
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